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1) The company has a clear strategy to minimize the costs at ………. stages of the operation.   

1) every          2) each       3) much   4) all  

2) The faster an airplane moves, ………. lift its wings produce.   

1) higher   2) the more     3) very high      4) more  

3) The seasons occur because Earth is tilted on its axis ……….travels around the Sun.   

1) which it            2) on which        3) when          4) as it  

4) Beyond ……….importance as a source of food, whales are part of the intrinsic identity 

of the people.   

1) its        2) our     3) their   4) her  

5) Recycling saves ……….resources, such as trees and crude oil.   

1) naturalness   2) natural   3) naturally   4) nature  

6) Steel sheets……….to make a range of products, such as food cans and car parts.   

1) are using   2) which are used       3) when used       4) are used  

7) This is because, ……….other fruits, the pineapple does not ripen once it is harvested.   

1) unlike   2) unlikely   3) unlikable   4) liked  

8)  Smog……….air pollution that comes mostly from automobile and factory emissions.   

1) has been   2) is being   3) being   4) is  

9) This process costs ……….than traditional building methods.    

1) very fewer   2) much less      3) more fewer   4) more less  

10)  Scientists can only guess at how the stick insects have avoided extinction ……. so long.    

1) for    2) as    3) such   4) by  

11)  California wildfires have become more ……….and more deadly over the past 20 years.   

1) frequency   2) frequently        3) frequent   4) frequencies  

12) The Sahara Desert is known as one of the …., driest, and most isolated areas in the world.   

1) hot            2) heated   3) very hot   4) hottest  

13) They need help with selling products, solving problems, and communicating ……….. 

the public.   

1) with               2) to         3) for    4) by  

14) All about, everywhere, ……….the lighter footmarks of the wolves.   

1) was          2) which is   3) would be     4) were  
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15) The court did not even have its own building, but ……….from place to place.   

         1) will move   2) moved   3) having moved  4) move  

16) They believed the land was ……….simply because that was where they lived.    

         1) theirs    2) them   3) their   4) for their  

17) It may prove impossible ……….all operational activities of the company.    

         1) to defend   2) while defending      3) which defended     4) defends  

18) All creatures are born with ……….about how to survive.   

         1) specific knowledge innate   2) innate knowledge specific  

         3) specific innate knowledge   4) knowledge specific innate  

19)  Not only ….plain as cooked rice, but it is also turned into a variety of interesting food.   

         1) the crop is eaten                2) is the crop eaten  

         3) the eaten crop is                4) eaten the crop is 

20) The second and third volumes, extensively edited by Engels, ………..in 1885.  

         1) were published       2) which published  3) publishing     4) when publishing  

21) The invention relates to pigments …. on the viewing angle, their preparation, and use.   

         1) that color to depend                 2) color depends  

         3) whose color depends        4) of which the color that depends  

22)  Retailers ……….a mix of products that will appeal to their target customer.   

         1) are interested in offering   2) are interesting to offer  

         3) offering is interested               4) be offering interesting  

23) On January 16, 1919, Nebraska became……….state to approve the 18th Amendment.   

         1) which was the thirty six   2) the thirty-sixth  

         3) what the thirty six               4) it was the thirty six  

24) Unlike their penguin cousins, American penguin cannot hold their breath very long, but 

they do have………. .    

         1) it seeing very well             2) eyesight very well  

         3) very good to see             4) very good eyesight  

25) The all-black team, ………. started in 1927, is famous for its humorous performances.   

         1) was        2) when to be       3) which was   4) had been  
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26)  What ……….interesting is the ways in which the school uses the maps.   

1) the most is       2) it mostly is     3) is it most            4) is the most  

27) And again he pulled the bell, ……….it to ring longer and louder than before.    

1) causing     2) have caused  3) caused   4) cause  

28) Between the main building and the road was a house ……….by the people who looked 

after the farm.   

1) occupying         2) which occupied  3) occupied   4) was occupied  

29) Hybrid cars have ……….a gasoline engine and an electric motor.   

1) both          2) either           3) or    4) neither  

30) A block of wood will float on water, ……. a piece of iron exactly the same size will sink.   

1) but           2) consequently     3) for             4) furthermore 

 


